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OptixANALYST SPOT Plays

RN PN HORSE ODDS LABEL FP COMMENTS

5 6 CARRUMBA 2.5 WIN CONTENDER 2nd 
Against the X_BIAS last time. Along with #4 TERRA PROMESSA seems to have significant OptixFIG advantage over the rest of the 
field.  Might be better at today’s distance over the favorite. Could be considered a good single as the NON-FAVORITE in multi-race 
wagers.

6 1 GONE AWAY 2 WIN CONTENDER 4th
Shows good size square on PLOT, but, note, Quadrant 2 squares are so-so. Only green and black NOTES on her form is a positive 
sign. It looks like the right move not pitching her too high class-wise in her current form cycle. Graded stakes placed filly who ran 
huge over this track last year.

6 8 CONSCRIPTION 23 VALUE KEY -
Another filly w/o any red NOTES. Would have liked to see a bit more in her last, but she might have needed the race 76d. Showed 
some ability at TAM earlier in the year (two BURST keywords).

6 12 ARMORIE 6 VALUE KEY 1st Flashed tons of talent in beginning of career (B+, B). Capable of firing fresh for strong local connection and top jockey.

8 1 DANCE QUEEN 6 WIN CONTENDER -
Improving filly ran big last out. She is going to get pace pressure v. stakes company today, but might be up to task? Plots as a Q1 
square on both standard and surface/distance filters.

8 12 HAPPY MESA 3.5 WIN CONTENDER 1st
No red showing in her career OptixNOTES. She fits at today’s non-graded stakes level (two Bs, a win and two 2nds). Attracts top 
rider who will need to work out a trip from outer post.

9 2 MY MISS CHIFF 11 WIN CONTENDER 3rd
Showed tremendous potential at FG this past winter (A- and B+ efforts). We are going to excuse her Beaumont effort as NOTES 
suggests she never found her right spot. If she is able to get back to her previous efforts, she is a win contender. M/L looks way 
too high.

10 6 TAKE COVER 11 VALUE KEY 4th
Capable of firing fresh. Could surprise if able to work out trip. Prefers firm ground and these short turf sprints. If rains come and 
turf course gets softened up, you will need to downgrade. 

10 7 GRAND CANDY 7 VALUE KEY -
Should get a better race flow then his previous races. The negatives are today’s distance might be too short, and Q4 squares don’t 
perform well at today’s track/distance.  However, he really is on the border of Q2, and he is a large square, so we will cut him some 
slack.  

10 10 RICHARD’S BOY 2.5 WIN CONTENDER 1st
Obvious player. Excellent record at 5F. Both Standard and Surface/Distance PLOTs look real solid. Big Q1 square on surface and 
distance filters. Q1 squares win at 27.5% at this track/surface/distance. 

PIM - Friday May 19th 
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5 1 ELSUIVE JONI 11 WIN 
CONTENDER 3rd

She put in a game effort last time v. the boys. There seems enough pace contention (flame) to set up her late run. Q2 
squares fare a little better than Q1 circles on the surface/distance filter at this surface and distance. She is consistent at 
this surface/distance.

5 6 ANIMAL APPEAL 6 MARGINAL -

Pace projects to be contentious. However in some cases a speed horse can separate from the rest of the speed horses 
and keep going. She has the potential to be the speed of the speed. This is her first time 5F so either the cut back will 
help her staying power or the quickness of the early pace could prevent her form clearing. The 9/2  M/L is not an exciting 
but we will be using her defensively.

5 11
MOST 
BEAUTIFUL(GB) 9/2 VALUE KEY -

G3 placed filly could come rolling late. She PLOTS as large Q2 square on both standard and surface/distance against a 
potentially contentious early pace (flame). This is her second race in current form cycle. In her 2017 debut showed she 
could lay much closer to the early pace. She must avoid getting caught wide, but based on M/L the value might be there.

9 2 CLASSY CLASS 12 WIN 
CONTENDER -

Big A- effort last time suggesting he’s ready for a jump back into stakes company. He has been given plenty of time so 
we don’t expect a regression and his Q1 square PLOT looks pretty sweet in a light contention (snowflake) race. He gets 
class test today, but he is already graded stakes place as 3y and the value is there.

10 10 CAMBODIA 9/2 WIN 
CONTENDER 1st

This is a lightly raced 5 year mare who might still have room for more upside. She was WIDE w/ NO_COVER the entire 
race last out while against the flow and still stayed on. Two back she was in TROUBLE in what came back to be a key 
race. She PLOTs as Q1 square on both standard and surface/distance.

12 1 SECURITY RISK 17 VALUE KEY -

He looks to be the best of the early pace types. He is not a need to lead type so maybe he can sit just off and if he can 
shake loose at the top of the lane he might be get brave late.

12 7 BLACKTYPE (FR) 4 WIN 
CONTENDER 3rd

He should be ready to fire improved effort in his 2nd off the layoff. Already proven G2 winner. PLOTs well as Q2 square 
to the right of 4 Q1 circles. With rider change expect him to be closer (mid-pack) today than in his recent races looks like 
a solid WIN contender.

PIM - Saturday May 20th
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LABEL DESCRIPTION

WIN CONTENDER Capable of wining or finishing in the exacta

TOSS Project against a top-4 finish

VALUE KEY
Possibility of hitting all underneath slots at a big price >= 15-1 or winning if 
everything falls right (potential CONTEST bomber)

MARGINAL Can’t toss completely, but either lacks value or we lack strong conviction 

SPREAD Consider when spreading deep in an underneath slot of trifectas and supers


